Secure your infrastructure
from code to cloud
IaC scanning and
security-as-code fixes

Cloud drift detection and
automated remediations

Cloud DevSecOps
integrations and workflows

Bridgecrew empowers teams to secure
their infrastructure wherever it is through
a developer-first approach.
Codified

Infrastructure security is a software challenge that has
to be solved as one. That means enforcing policies in
code and fixing issues in code as well.

Automated

Continuous IAM
right-sizing

As cloud infrastructure gets
more complex and shifts left, 

security gets left behind.
DevOps builds infrastructure
faster than security and
compliance can regulate.

Automation enables the depth and breadth of coverage
necessary to keep infrastructure secure and save time
spent chasing down misconfigurations.

Infrastructure as code (IaC)
creates opportunities for scale,
buc comes with new risks. 


Streamlined

Existing security tooling relies
on reactive and manual
engineering work.


For cloud security to be actionable and efficient, it has
to be fully embedded into developer workflows and
accessible via existing tools.

We empower teams big and small to codify their cloud security

Bridgecrew

G et started for free at bridgecrew.io

Codified cloud security platform

Bridging the gap between DevOps and security with automation and security-as-code

Find and fix misconfigurations in
cloud resources and
infrastructure as code (IaC)

Enforce infrastructure security best
practices in code and monitor resources in
runtime for errors and cloud drift.


Quickly address errors in build-time with
pull request fixes and in runtime with
automated remediations.

Prevent security and compliance
errors straight from your existing
tools and workflows
Embed cloud security into your pull
requests and CI/CD pipeline to prevent
misconfigurations from being deployed.


Get real-time notifications when
misconfigurations are identified and
collaborate across teams to fix them

Bridgecrew for DevOps teams
Get the code and context you need
to fix issues fast, and as part of your
day-to-day workflows.
Source control integrations

CI/CD integrations

Bi-directional Jira integration

Bridgecrew

Bridgecrew for Security teams
Maintain

complete cloud security
posture visibility across your entire
infrastructure stack.
Downloadable compliance reports

Filterable dashboards

Custom policies
G et started

for free at bridgecrew.io

